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ABSTRACT. The demand for quality vegetable oil, such as castor 
oil, has been increasing significantly due to its great applicability in 

the cosmetic and industrial sector, especially with the advent of 
biodiesel. Castor bean produces a non-edible oil, with unique 
chemical properties, which makes it potentially useful for the 

production of cosmetics, aircraft lubricants and biodiesel. Breeding 
programs aimed at increasing the oil content in castor bean seeds are 
of paramount importance to meet the requirements of this market. In 

view of the above, we examined the genetic variability of elite castor 
bean strains through joint analysis of the oil content trait and TRAP 

(Target Region Amplification Polymorphism) molecular markers. 
This analysis was performed using the means for seed oil content of 
40 elite castor bean strains, developed by the breeding program of the 

Genetic Improvement and Biotechnology Unit of the Federal 
University of Recôncavo da Bahia, together with genotyping of this 
population by means of 44 combinations of TRAP primers (fixed and 

arbitrary primers). Genetic dissimilarity between the strains was 
calculated through the Gower dissimilarity index, using the UPGMA 

clustering method. The means for oil content rangeed from 39.10 
(UFRB 36) to 55.39% (UFRB 209), demonstrating that there is 
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genetic variability among the strains. The 44 TRAP combinations 
enabled the identification of 380 fragments, 61% of which were 
polymorphic. The joint analysis formed three clusters, showing that 

there is genetic divergence among these elite strains. Therefore, joint 
analysis of the seed oil content trait and TRAP markers is efficient to 
evaluate the genetic dissimilarity in castor bean strains, 

demonstrating potential for the breeding program of the species. 
 
Key words: Biodiesel; Genetic divergence; Ricinus communis; Gower’s 

algorithm 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Castor bean (Ricinus communis), belonging to the Euphorbiaceae family, has a wide 

geographical distribution in the world. In tropical and subtropical climates, this crop is 
present in approximately 15 countries. In Brazil, the regions with effective areas of 
cultivation, yield and production are: Northeast (Piauí, Ceará, Pernambuco and Bahia), 

Mid-West (Mato Grosso), Southeast (Minas Gerais), North/Northeast, Mid-South (CONAB, 
2017). It is an oilseed crop that can be exploited in the Brazilian semi-arid region, which 
generates the possibility of occupation and income for family farmers in the region 

(Cavalcanti et al., 2005). 
Being an oilseed crop, the main product extracted from castor bean is the oil of its 

seeds, considered noble and of great industrial versatility. The distinction of castor oil is due 
to its composition, with a large amount of ricinoleic acid, on average about 90% (Torres, 
2006). 

The castor bean production chain is already well established, due to its great 
versatility and to the economic value of the oil extracted from its seeds (Madalena et al., 
2017). However, biodiesel production is still little representative, despite its positive 

aspects, adaptability and introduction in family farming as an alternative, especially in the 
Northeast region (Madalena et al., 2017). Castor oil has a high price, due to the low supply 
and high demand. Castor oil is used in several areas as raw material, especially in the castor 

oil chemical industry. In castor bean cultivation, with 87% of the global grain production, 
India occupies the first place in the ranking, followed by Mozambique, China and Brazil 

(Faostat, 2017). The main importers of castor oil are France, Germany, United States, 
Japan, China, the Netherlands and Thailand, which use this raw material in various products 
in industries (Cunha et al., 2017). According to Conab (2017), the estimated national 

production of castor bean in the 2016/2017 season was 15,200 tons. In the Brazilian 
production, approximately more than 90% comes from the Northeast region (IBGE, 2017). 
According to Faostat (2017), Brazilian production has an average yield of 0.59 t/ha

-1
. 

Also, castor bean has great genetic variability, which is easily observed in botanical 
and agronomic characteristics (Silva et al., 2017). However, these characteristics, especially 

quantitative ones, are influenced by the environment and epistasis. Thus, the genetic 
variability of castor bean should also be evaluated by DNA polymorphism, ruling out any 
environmental influence on the genome. 

The castor bean breeding program of the Center for Genetic Improvement and 
Biotechnology (NBIO) of the Federal University of Recôncavo da Bahia – (UFRB), through 
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controlled hybridizations and generation of self-fertilized populations, has developed elite 
strains aiming to release new cultivars in order to meet market demand. As part of the 
process, these elite strains in the present study were evaluated for seed oil content and 

genetic variability at the DNA level by molecular markers. 
Molecular markers are fundamental tools in several studies. In addition to enabling 

the characterization of germplasm, they can also be used as a tool for studies on genetic 

divergence between individuals, within and between populations or related species, 
enabling the evaluation of a high number of genotypes in the short term, and have a high 
degree of polymorphism, besides not being influenced by the environment (Souza et al., 

2008). One of its examples is the molecular marker TRAP. 
The TRAP marker is based on the combination of a fixed primer, a sequence 

designed using Expressed Sequence Tags (ESTs), and an arbitrary primer. The fixed primer 
is covered in a given region expressed in the genome during the PCR reaction, and the 
polymorphism generated by the combination of the two primers will be associated with a 

specific gene (Hu and Vick, 2003). The TRAP marker amplifies different regions, has the 
advantage of being a simple technique, besides providing high yield and reproducibility 
(Poczai et al., 2013). 

TRAP markers were initially developed for sunflower DNA samples (Hu and Vick, 
2003) and have been used in several other species. 

Morpho-agronomic characteristics and molecular markers can be used together to 
study genetic variability. The joint analysis of quantitative and qualitative variables is a 
potential more complete indicator of the variability existing among the species, but few 

studies have used this strategy. This is probably due to the lack of knowledge about the 
statistical techniques that enable this approach, the lack of free software to analyze these 
data together, as well as the tendency of researchers to give more importance to those 

variables directly related to characters worked in breeding programs (Gonçalves et al., 
2008). 

The technique that enables simultaneous analysis of quantitative and qualitative 

data was proposed by Gower (1971). This method allows distance matrix values to be 
between 0 and 1, regardless of the number of variables, as a database for standardization 

(Crossa and Franco, 2004), which facilitates the construction of a dendrogram (Mason et al., 
2005). Some experiments using this approach have been reported in studies with Pineapple 
sp. L. (Merr) (Machado et al., 2011), Carica papaya (Ramos et al., 2012), Passiflora 

(Machado et al., 2015), Jatropha curcas (Pestana-Caldas et al., 2016) and R. communis L. 
(Silva et al., 2017). 

Joint analysis for seed oil content and TRAP markers in elite castor bean strains is 

still unprecedented. In view of the above, we assessed the genetic diversity among elite 
strains of R. communis regarding the seed oil content trait together with TRAP molecular 

markers, aiming to assist the NBIO-UFRB breeding program of the species. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Plant material 
 
Forty elite strains of castor bean were developed by the breeding program of the 

Genetic Improvement and Biotechnology Unit of the Federal University of Recôncavo da 
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Bahia - NBIO/UFRB, in the city of Cruz das Almas, Bahia, Brazil. The strains were 
obtained from crosses between the following parents: BRS Nordestina, Sipeal, EBDA 
MPA-17, Mirante and Paraguaçu. 

The castor bean strains of UFRB were developed by NBIO, adopting the following 
procedures: the first segregating population (F2), obtained from the self-fertilization of the 
fixed population (F1) was derived from controlled hybridizations between the parents: BRS 

149 Nordestina, BRS 188 Paraguaçu, EBDA MPA 17, Mirante 10 and Sipeal 28 performed 
between 2005 and 2007. The segregating and advanced populations (F2, F3, F4, F5 and F6) 
were conducted by self-fertilization between 2007 and 2012 by the SSD (Single Seed 

Descent) method, with minor modifications. Three seeds were planted per hole for 
subsequent thinning and there were four statistical replicates of each genetic constitution, 

arranged in randomized blocks to monitor the analyses of performance and variability of the 
individuals in each generation, until reaching a high level of homozygosis, totaling 240 
strains, maintained under field conditions considering four plants per strain, at spacing of 3 

m x 1 m, and also maintained under cooled chamber conditions at 45% humidity and 
temperature of 8 °C. These homozygous strains were characterized in the field to identify 
the phenotypic profile. Castor bean strains were evaluated using phenotypic traits 

(qualitative descriptors and quantitative traits). The study population corresponds to 240 
strains developed by NBIO/UFRB with a high level of homozygosis. 

The 40 elite strains were obtained from advanced populations F5:F6 composed of 
the 240 strains that were subjected to approximately 21% selection pressure on the 
performance of morpho-agronomic traits. The genotypes were selected considering the 

traits of greatest interest for selection (seed oil content, vegetative cycle, plant height, 
number of seeds and seed weight).  

The 40 varieties are not yet publicly available; four of them are indicated as 

potential cultivars that meet the DHS criteria (distinguishability, homogeneity and stability) 
in the evaluated regions and that are in the process of being registered with the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Livestock and Food Supply. Their cultivation is expected to occur only after 

the registry; however, some of them are being cultivated in a demonstrative area in Castro 
Alves and Morro do Chapéu, both in Bahia. 

The developed varieties are in the phase of registration, resulting from the selection 
of 20 candidates for cultivars that were tested in trials of Value for Cultivation and Use 
(VCU) in the regions of Irecê, Iraquara (Semi-arid region), Cruz das Almas (Recôncavo) 

and Alagoinhas (Coastline) of Bahia, evaluated for DHS, and four cultivars that are in the 
process of registration at MAPA were selected. 

The municipality of Cruz das Almas is located at 12º 40’ 19” South latitude, 39º 06’ 

23” Longitude west of Greenwich and at an average altitude of 220 m. The climate is sub-
humid, with average annual rainfall of 1170 mm, varying between 900 and 1300 mm, with 

the wettest months from March to August and driest months from September to February. 
The average annual temperature is 24.1 ºC. The soil of the experimental field is classified as 
Latossolo Amarelo distrófico (Oxisol), with moderate A horizon and sandy clay loam 

texture. 
The breeding method used to conduct populations was SSD (Single Seed Descent) 

up to the advanced generation F6, constituting a high degree of homozygosis in this 

generation. This method enabled the individual selection of plants belonging to the 
advanced population (F6). From a total of 240 strains, 40 were selected (Table 1). This 
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selection took into account the morphological characters, based on individuals that showed 
the best means for number and weight of fruits per plant, number and weight of seeds per 
plant, height and flowering, with higher index for selection of seed oil content. 

 
 

Table 1. List of the 40 elite castor bean strains used for the analysis of the polymorphism of Target Region 
Amplification Polymorphism – TRAP markers. 

 

Strain Genealogy 

UFRB5 Nordestina BRS149 / EBDA MPA 17 
UFRB6 Nordestina BRS149 / EBDA MPA 17 
UFRB28 Nordestina BRS149 / EBDA MPA 17 
UFRB29 Nordestina BRS149 / EBDA MPA 17 

UFRB36 Nordestina BRS149 / EBDA MPA 17 
UFRB43 Nordestina BRS149 / EBDA MPA 17 
UFRB45 Nordestina BRS149 / EBDA MPA 17 
UFRB55 Nordestina BRS149 / EBDA MPA 17 
UFRB65 Nordestina BRS149 / EBDA MPA 17 
UFRB67 Nordestina BRS149 / EBDA MPA 17 
UFRB117 Paraguaçu BRS188 / EBDA MPA 17 
UFRB118 Paraguaçu BRS188 / EBDA MPA 17 

UFRB119 Paraguaçu BRS188 / EBDA MPA 17 
UFRB121 Paraguaçu BRS188 / EBDA MPA 17 
UFRB128 Paraguaçu BRS188 / EBDA MPA 17 
UFRB129 Paraguaçu BRS188 / EBDA MPA 17 
UFRB144 Paraguaçu BRS188 / Sipeal 28 
UFRB176 EBDA MPA 17 / Mirante 10 
UFRB181 EBDA MPA 17 / Mirante 10 
UFRB183 EBDA MPA 17 / Mirante 10 

UFRB186 EBDA MPA 17 / Mirante 10 
UFRB195 EBDA MPA 17 / Sipeal 28 
UFRB198 EBDA MPA 17 / Sipeal 28 
UFRB205 EBDA MPA 17 / Sipeal 28 
UFRB209 EBDA MPA 17 / Sipeal 28 
UFRB214 EBDA MPA 17 / Sipeal 28 
UFRB223 EBDA MPA 17 / Sipeal 28 
UFRB229 EBDA MPA 17 / Sipeal 28 
UFRB230 EBDA MPA 17 / Sipeal 28 

UFRB231 EBDA MPA 17 / Sipeal 28 
UFRB232 EBDA MPA 17 / Sipeal 2817 
UFRB235 EBDA MPA 17 / Sipeal 28 
UFRB237 EBDA MPA 17 / Sipeal 28 
UFRB240 EBDA MPA 17 / Sipeal 28 
UFRB249 Mirante 10 / Sipeal 28 
UFRB250 Mirante 10 / Sipeal 28 
UFRB252 Mirante 10 / Sipeal 28 

UFRB256 Mirante 10 / Sipeal 2817 
UFRB259 Mirante 10 / Sipeal 2817 
UFRB265 Mirante 10 / Sipeal 28 

 

The experiment was conducted in a randomized block design with four replicates, 
one plant representing each plot, in an experimental area of NBIO/UFRB, located in the city 

of Cruz das Almas, Bahia, Brazil. 
The area for installing the experiment was properly tilled, with plowing and 

harrowing. From soil analysis, acidity was corrected and, subsequently, fertilization was 

performed in the planting hole, with doses of 20 kg.ha
-1

 of N, 80 kg.ha
-1

 of P and 40 kg.ha
-1

 
of K. Planting was done by direct seeding in the field, using three seeds per hole, with 
subsequent thinning. The spacing used was 3 m between rows and 1 m between plants. 
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Approximately 30 days after planting, manual thinning was performed, leaving the most 
vigorous plant per hole. 

Quantification of seed oil content 
 
Seed oil content (SOC), in percentage, was quantified at the Advanced Laboratory 

of Chemical Technology of Embrapa Cotton located in Campina Grande - PB. This 
procedure was performed using the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance - NMR technique, a non-
destructive method, in the instrument MQA Oxford 7005 with a 0.47 T electromagnet. To 

optimize the NMR method, the samples were kept for 24 hours in a controlled environment 
with temperature of 20 ºC. The result of the spectra was obtained using a probe with a 
cylindrical acrylic tube, where the seeds were placed and, after 18 seconds, the oil contents 

were read in the computer coupled to the device. 

DNA extraction 
 
Prior to extraction, castor bean leaves were disinfected in 20% sodium hypochlorite 

solution, rinsed with plenty of distilled water and stored in an ultra-freezer at -80 ºC. DNA 
extraction was performed according to the protocol described by Doyle and Doyle (1990). 
Approximately 300 mg of plant tissue were macerated in mortar in the presence of liquid 

nitrogen. Then, the macerate was transferred to 2-mL microtubes, and 700 μL of the 
extraction buffer was added (2.0% CTAB, 1.4 M NaCl, 0.1 M Tris HCl at pH 8.0, 20 mM 
EDTA, 0.4% 2-mercaptoethanol, 1.0% PVP and ultra-pure water q.s.) at 65 °C. The 

samples were incubated in a water bath at 65 °C for 45 minutes, being homogenized every 
15 minutes. After this period, 700 μL of chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:1) were added to 

the samples. The material was gently homogenized and then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 
10,000 rpm (in VS-15000c FNII Micro High-Speed Centrifuge). Immediately after, the 
supernatant was collected. 

For better purification of the material, the extraction steps with chloroform:isoamyl 
alcohol were repeated. 400 μL of cooled isopropyl alcohol, which is equivalent to 
approximately 2/3 of the collected volume, were added to the supernatant. The samples 

were incubated at -20 °C for 20 minutes and then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 12,000 rpm. 
The precipitate was resuspended in 600 μL of TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 1 mM 
EDTA), with addition of 200 μL of 7.5 M ammonium acetate, and the solution was 

incubated in ice for 15 minutes. 
After this period, the samples were centrifuged for 15 minutes at 12,000 rpm. The 

supernatant was recovered and 800 μL of absolute ethanol were added. The samples were 
incubated for one hour at -20 °C and centrifuged for 10 minutes at 12,000 rpm. Then, the 
precipitate was washed with 500 μL of 70% ethanol (v/v), centrifuged for 5 minutes at 

12,000 rpm and dried at room temperature. The precipitate was resuspended in TE buffer 
containing 1 μL of RNase (10 mg/mL), and the samples were incubated in a water bath at 
37 °C for one hour. The samples were stored in a freezer at -20 °C until the time of use. 
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Quantification of genomic DNA  
 
To evaluate the quality and quantity of the extracted DNA, 3 μL of DNA were 

added to 5 μL of staining solution (30% glycerol and 0.25% bromophenol blue). Then, the 

samples were applied in 0.8% agarose gel, stained with ethidium bromide (0.5 mg.mL
-1

) 
and subjected to electrophoresis for approximately one hour and twenty minutes at 80 V. 
The amount of DNA was evaluated by comparative analysis with a DNA of known 

concentration, DNA lambda (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). In order to perform the 
amplification reactions, the samples were diluted in TE buffer to adjust their concentration 

at 5 ng/μL
-1

. 

Amplification of genomic DNA with TRAP primers 
 
Seventeen fixed markers (Table 2) were combined with six arbitrary markers (Table 

3), resulting in 102 combinations. Of these, 44 combinations with best amplification pattern 

were selected. The fixed primers were developed for the fatty acid synthesis metabolic 
pathway for castor bean crop. 

 
 

Table 2. Characterization of fixed primers (TRAPs) used in the genotyping of 40 elite strains of castor 
bean. 

 

Primer Sequence (5’– 3’) %GC GenBank number Gene/process 

Metabolic pathway of fatty acid synthesis 

TRAP12 GACACCTTTGTTGCCATCG 52.63 RCOM_0040840 Super família LPLAT 

TRAP13 ATCCCCAACAAGCACAACA 47.37 RCOM_0138550 Super família Ferritina 

TRAP14 TTTCCTTGCTGCCTCTGTG 52.63 RCOM_0251360 Super família Ferritina 

TRAP15 CCGTGATTCTGGTGGTGAG 57.89 RCOM_0612610 Super família PLN 

TRAP16 TTACAACTGCGGCATCTCC 52.63 RCOM_0724080 Super família PLN 

TRAP17 TCCATCCCTTTCCATCCTC 52.63 RCOM_0853360 Super família LPLAT 

TRAP18 TGGCATTTGCTTCCTTTGA 42.11 RCOM_0893800 SubfamiliaPLA2 

TRAP19 AATGCCAGCACCTACACCA 52.63 RCOM_0900600 Super família PAP2 

TRAP20 TTATCTTGGGAGGGGCTTG 52.63 RCOM_0925410 Super família PLN 

TRAP21 ATCCTTCCAGGCAATCCAC 52.63 RCOM_1076810 Super família Ferritina 

TRAP22 CACTCGCCTGTTCAGCACT 57.89 RCOM_1081890 Super família PLN 

TRAP23 AGCAAGCCGCACCTAAGAT 52.63 RCOM_1403260 Super família RVT 

TRAP24 GTCCAAGCAAAAGCCACCT 52.63 RCOM_1431520 Super família PLN 

TRAP25 CCACCAATCCAACGCATAG 52.63 RCOM_1464650 Super família PLN 

TRAP26 TTCATCTCCCTTGCCTTCC 52.63 RCOM_1502140 Super família Oleosina 

TRAP27 CGAAATCCTCCTGCTCCTC 52.63 RCOM_1593790 Super família LPLAT 

TRAP28 GCCACCATCTTCACCACAG 57.89 RCOM_1712710 Super família FABZ 

 
 

Table 3. Arbitrary primers used in the genotyping of 40 elite castor bean strains. 

 

Name Nucleotide sequence (3’– 5’) 

Arb1 GACTGCGTACGAATTGAC 
Arb2 GACTGCGTACGAATTTGA 
Arb3 GACTGCGTACGAATTGCA 
Arb4 GACTGCGTACGAATTAATT 
Arb5 GACTGCGTACGAATTTGCC 
Arb6 GACTGCGTACGAATTGACC 
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The fixed and direct primers were developed by Simões et al. (2017). As reverse 
primer, six arbitrary primers were used according to Li and Quiros (2001) adapted by Hu 
and Vick (2003). Arbitrary primers comprise three selective nucleotides at the 3’ end, four 

nucleotides rich in AT (corresponding to intron regions) or GC (corresponding to exon 
regions) sequences in the central region and 11 random nucleotides at the 5’ end. 

Amplification reactions were performed in a final volume of 15 μL containing 1X 

buffer (50 mM Tris-HCL, 20 mM KCL), 1.0 U of Taq DNA Polymerase (Invitrogen, 
Brazil); 2.0 mM of MgCl2; 0.2 mM of dNTP (Invitrogen, Brazil); 0.2 uM of primers (IDT) 
and 10 ng of DNA. 

Amplifications were performed in a touch-up scheme according to Simões et al. 
(2017). 

Electrophoresis was performed in 4% agarose gel, stained with ethidium bromide 
(0.5 mg.mL

-1
). The amplified products were visualized by means of transilluminator and 

photo-documented in a Kodak Science digital system. Fragment size was estimated by 

visual comparison with Ladder 100 pb (Invitrogen, Brazil). 

Data analysis 
 
The percentages of seed oil content of the 40 elite castor bean strains were subjected 

to F test and Scott-Knott means comparison test at 1% probability level. 

Genetic dissimilarity was estimated by the genotyping of elite strains, by trap 
markers, together with the means for the seed oil content (SOC) trait. For genotyping, the 

data were computed as absence (0) and presence (1) of bands in the photographed gels, 
because it is a dominant marker (TRAP). 

The algorithm of Gower (1971) was used to determine the dissimilarity between 

elite strains. The hierarchical clusters of elite strains were obtained by the UPGMA 
(Unweighted Pair-Group Method with Arithmetic Averages) method. All results were 
obtained through the computational resources of the programs: R (R Core Team, 2019) and 

Genes (Cruz, 2013). 
The dendrogram was constructed using MEGA 5 software (Tamura et al. 2011) and 

the number of clusters was defined using the NbClust package of R (Charrad et al., 2014) 

using the pseudo-t
2
 criterion, with analyses performed through the statistical program R (R 

Core Team, 2019). PIC (polymorphism information content) was calculated with 

GENALEX 6.1 software (Peakall and Smouse, 2012). 

RESULTS 
 
The F test was significant for SOC (p< 0.01), demonstrating that at least one of the 

other strains differed statistically. This result shows that there is variability for SOC among 
the studied strains. 

The means for SOC and the clustering of elite strains are shown in Table 4. The 
means for SOC ranged from 39.10 (UFRB 36 - Nordestina BRS149 x EBDA MPA 17) to 
55.39 (UFRB 209 - EBDA MPA 17 x Sipeal 28) for the studied strains, with formation of 

ten distinct clusters (Table 4), showing that there is variability for the studied trait. For 
SOC, the strains UFRB 209, UFRB 214 and UFRB 256 stood out, the first two from the 
EBDA MPA 17 x Sipeal 28 crosses and the last strain resulting from the hybridization of 
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Mirante 10 x Sipeal 28 (cluster a, Table 4), with the highest means, 55.39, 55.13. and 55.07, 
respectively. It is worth pointing out that the highest means obtained in this study were 
higher than the commercial standard (48%) described by Nobre et al. (2012) and also by 

other authors: 48% (Severino et al., 2006), 52.72% (Omari et al., 2015) and 53.73% (Tomar 
et al., 2014). 

The lowest means for SOC (39.50% and 39.10%; Table 4) were close to the value 

of 39.43% found by Yusuf et al. (2015) and higher than that found by Imasuen et al. (2014), 
which was 30.06%. 

 
 

Table 4. Means for the seed oil content trait in elite castor bean strains. 

 

UFRB 209 55.39 a 

UFRB 214 55.13 a 

UFRB 256 55.07 a 

UFRB 5 54.43 b 

UFRB 249 54.37 b 

UFRB 176 54.18 b 

UFRB 129 54.18 b 

UFRB 232 53.92 b 

UFRB 55 53.77 b 

UFRB 128 53.49 c 

UFRB 240 53.17 c 

UFRB 183 53.12 c 

UFRB 265 53.07 c 

UFRB 121 52.89 c 

UFRB 198 52.89 c 

UFRB 195 52.70 d 

UFRB 6 52.52 d 

UFRB 229 52.50 d 

UFRB 186 52.43 d 

UFRB 45 52.43 d 

UFRB 223 52.42 d 

UFRB 118 52.40 d 

UFRB 119 52.33 d 

UFRB 181 52.32 d 

UFRB 29 52.00 e 

UFRB 43 51.90 e 

UFRB 67 51.69 e 

UFRB 205 51.63 e 

UFRB 65 51.57 e 

UFRB 259 51.50 e 

UFRB 230 51.20 f 

UFRB 237 51.12 f 

UFRB 231 50.82 f 

UFRB 117 50.79 f 

UFRB 235 50.76 f 

UFRB 250 48.29 g 

UFRB 252 47.29 h 

UFRB 144 40.10 i 

UFRB 28 39.50 j 

UFRB 36 39.10 j 

CV (%) 1.02 

Overall mean 51.51 

Means followed by the same letter belong to the same cluster by the Scott-Knott test at 5% probability level. 
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TRAP primers were efficient in the amplification of the genomic DNA of castor 
bean, corroborating the results obtained by Simões et al. (2017).The high means and wide 
variation of SOC among the elite strains obtained in this study indicate genetic variability 

for the castor bean breeding program of NBIO-UFRB. 
The 44 combinations of TRAP primers used in the genotyping of the 40 elite castor 

bean strains generated a total of 380 fragments, of which 230 were polymorphic (61%). The 

number of polymorphic fragments generated per combination varied from 2 (Trap17 x 
Arb2) to 10 (Trap28 x Arb4), with an average of 5.2 (Table 5). Simões et al. (2017), when 
using a greater number of combinations of TRAP primers (330), including those used in this 

study, identified a variation from 2 (TRAP5 + ARB1; TRAP5 + ARB3; TRAP6 + ARB3; 
TRAP14 + ARB3; TRAP17 + ARB4; TRAP20 + ARB2; TRAP30 + ARB1; TRAP30 + 

ARB2; TRAP34 + ARB3) to 15 (TRAP22 + ARB6), with an average of 1.22 loci per 
combination.The mean of 5.2 polymorphic fragments per combination of primers found in 
the present study was close to the values of 4.8 derived from 70 combinations in castor bean 

(Simões et al., 2017), higher than 3.04 derived from 27 combinations of TRAP markers in 
sugarcane (Mirajkar et al., 2017) and lower than 13.30 derived from 12 TRAP combinations 
also in sugarcane (Creste et al., 2010). 

The fragments showed size amplitude ranging from 50 to 2000 bp, similar to the 
amplitudes from 50 to 2072 bp also in castor bean (Simões et al., 2017).  

Polymorphism percentage ranged from 100% for the combinations Trap14 x Arb4, 
Trap20 x Arb3, Trap25 x Arb4 and Trap28 x Arb4 to 29% for Trap17 x Arb2 (Table 5). 
These results show that TRAP markers are efficient in detecting polymorphism in castor 

bean.  
Polymorphism information content (PIC) ranged from 0.09 for the combination 

Trap12 x Arb2 to 0.33 for the combinations Trap13 x Arb1, Trap14 x Arb1, Trap22 x Arb1, 

Trap24 x Arb1 and Trap27 x Arb3, with an average of 0.26 (Table 5). Considering that 
TRAP markers are dominant, the maximum observable PIC value is 0.50. Therefore, the 
closer to this value, the greater the discriminatory power of the primer. Thus, 23 of the 

TRAP combinations (52%) showed PIC above 0.26, being classified as the markers with the 
highest discrimination power among the genotypes evaluated (Table 5). In studies 

conducted with castor bean, PIC values ranged from 0.03 to 0.33, with an average of 0.24 
with 70 combinations of TRAP primers (Simões et al., 2017). 

The PIC values found in castor bean are comparable to those observed by the TRAP 

technique for cassava. In cassava, PIC variation was found to be between 0.03 and 0.38, 
with an average of 0.23 in 31 TRAP combinations (Carmo et al., 2015). In sugarcane, there 
was a PIC variation from 0.0 to 0.22, with an average of 0.11 in 27 TRAP combinations 

(Mirajkar et al., 2017). Studies conducted with guarana (Paullinia cupana var. sorbilis) 
found PIC varying from 0.29 to 0.36, with an average of 0.33 with 5 combinations of TRAP 

primers (Da Silva et al., 2016). 
It is possible to highlight that studies with TRAP markers in other crops were 

efficient in detecting polymorphism. Mirajkar et al. (2017), when using 27 combinations of 

TRAP markers in sugarcane, obtained 133 fragments, of which 82 (61.65%) were 
polymorphic. In studies also with sugarcane, Suman et al. (2012) used 16 combinations of 
TRAP markers and were able to detect a high level of polymorphism, with 946 fragments, 

of which 939 (99%) were polymorphic. Using 40 different combinations of TRAP primers 
in wheat, Barakat et al. (2013) were able to observe a total of 242 fragments, of which 200 
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(82.64%) were polymorphic. Da Silva et al. (2016) in a study with guarana (P. cupana var. 
sorbilis) using 5 combinations of TRAP primers identified 136 fragments, of which 108 
(79%) were polymorphic. 

 
 

Table 5. Combinations of Target Region Amplification Polymorphisms – TRAP primers for the analysis of 
the castor bean samples. 

 

Combination No. of fragments  %Poly PIC 

 Total Poly   

Trap12 x Arb2 7      4 57 0.09 

Trap12 x Arb3 8      3 38 0.30 

Trap12 x Arb5 9      6 67 0.22 

Trap12 x Arb6 11     10 91 0.24 

Trap13 x Arb1 8      5 63 0.33 

Trap13 x Arb2 9      7 78 0.31 

Trap13 x Arb3 12      5 42 0.31 

Trap13 x Arb4 10      5 50 0.24 

Trap13 x Arb5 12      6 50 0.23 

Trap13 x Arb6 8      3 38 0.23 

Trap14 x Arb1 4      3 75 0.33 

Trap14 x Arb4 3      3 100 0.21 

Trap14 x Arb6 8      5 63 0.27 

Trap15 x Arb2 7      6 86 0.27 

Trap15 x Arb5 13      4 31 0.18 

Trap16 x Arb2 9      4 44 0.14 

Trap16 x Arb3 8      3 38 0.28 

Trap16 x Arb4 8      4 50 0.22 

Trap17 x Arb2 7      2 29 0.24 

Trap17 x Arb6 6      5 83 0.32 

Trap18 x Arb2 7      3 43 0.25 

Trap18 x Arb3 6      4 67 0.27 

Trap19 x Arb3 9      8 89 0.21 

Trap19 x Arb5 9      3 33 0.29 

Trap20 x Arb1 7      4 57 0.25 

Trap20 x Arb3 6      6 100 0.25 

Trap20 x Arb4 4      2   50 0.26 

Trap21 x Arb2 7      6 86 0.22 

Trap21 x Arb5 9      7 78 0.29 

Trap22 x Arb1 10      7 70 0.33 

Trap22 x Arb6 15      5 33 0.31 

Trap23 x Arb2 6      4 67 0.24 

Trap23 x Arb3 10      5 50 0.20 

Trap24 x Arb1 12      4 33 0.33 

Trap24 x Arb5 10      5 50 0.27 

Trap25 x Arb1 11      5 45 0.18 

Trap25 x Arb4 8      8 100 0.29 

Trap26 x Arb2 7      6 86 0.27 

Trap26 x Arb4 7      3 43 0.32 

Trap27 x Arb1 12      6 50 0.32 

Trap27 x Arb2 10      9 90 0.20 

Trap27 x Arb3 10      8 80 0.33 

Trap28 x Arb2 11      9 82 0.31 

Trap28 x Arb4 10     10 100 0.28 

Means 8.6    5.2  0.26 

* Poly= Polymorphism; PIC= Polymorphism information content 
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Allan et al. (2008) observed low levels of polymorphism, through AFLP markers, 
for castor bean. Contrary to this result, Pecina-Quintero et al. (2013) observed that 50% of 
the AFLP markers studied were polymorphic, detecting high levels of genetic divergence 

(71%) for castor bean, which corroborates the results found by Gajera et al. (2010) with 
RAPD markers and polymorphism of 80.2%. These results are partly due to a selection of 
primers with the ability to amplify polymorphic fragments.  

From the joint evaluation for SOC and TRAP markers, a genetic distance variation 
from 0.19 to 0.97, with an average of 0.47, was obtained among the elite strains studied. 
The most genetically similar elite strains were UFRB231 and UFRB240 (genetic distance of 

0.19). It is worth highlighting that the strains UFRB231 and UFRB240 came from the same 
crosses (EBDA MPA 17 x Sipeal 28), showing a high degree of kinship. However, these 

strains have different percentages of oil content: UFRB231 with 50.82 (cluster f) and 
UFRB240 with 53.17 (cluster c). 

The most dissimilar strains were UFRB117 in comparison to UFRB29, UFRB45, 

UFRB128, UFRB230 and UFRB240 (genetic distance of 0.97). It is important to note that 
the most genetically distant strains were obtained from the crosses between different parents 
(Paraguaçu BRS188 x EBDA MPA 17, Nordestina BRS149 x EBDA MPA 17 and EBDA 

MPA 17 x Sipeal 28). These results show that there is genetic variability among elite strains 
and also high genetic dissimilarity, an important factor for the genetic improvement of the 

species. 
The strains UFRB117 x UFRB29, UFRB45, UFRB128, UFRB230 and UFRB240 

showed percentage values for the SOC trait of 50.79 (cluster f), 52.00 (cluster e), 52.43 

(cluster d), 53.49 (cluster c), 51.20 (cluster f) and 53.17 (cluster c), respectively. The SOC 
means can be observed in Table 4. The other strains were distributed in intermediate 
clusters. 

Goodarzi et al. (2015), when evaluating the genetic divergence between 12 castor 
bean genotypes, using the dominant marker ISSR, obtained a minimum genetic distance of 
0.20 and a maximum of 0.56, a result lower than that found in the present study. On the 

contrary, Kallamadi et al. (2015) observed a variation in genetic distance from 0.47 to 0.91 
among 31 castor bean accessions by RAPD and ISSR markers. Also, high values of genetic 

distance were observed by: Kanti et al. (2014), ranging from 0.65 to 0.90 among 51 castor 
accessions by means of 35 SSR markers; Gajera et al. (2010), ranging from 0.53 to 0.91 
among 22 castor bean genotypes with RAPD markers; and Thatikunta et al. (2016), ranging 

from 0.24 to 0.83 among 27 castor bean accessions with SSR markers. 
The dendrogram shows the formation of 3 distinct clusters: C1= UFRB235, 

UFRB237, UFRB230, UFRB223, UFRB229, UFRB232, UFRB249, UFRB176, UFRB183, 

UFRB205, UFRB252, UFRB67, UFRB181, UFRB118, UFRB121, UFRB129, UFRB119, 
UFRB128, UFRB28, UFRB209, UFRB265, UFRB5, UFRB6, UFRB256 and UFRB259; 

C2= UFRB65, UFRB144, UFRB36, UFRB250, UFRB45, UFRB55, UFRB29, UFRB43, 
UFRB231, UFRB240, UFRB186, UFRB195 and UFRB198; C3= UFRB117 and UFRB214. 
Cluster 1 represents 63% of elite strains, cluster 2 represents 33% and cluster 3 represents 

5% (Figure 1). It is worth pointing out that, despite the formation of only 3 clusters, there 
were high values of genetic distance (0.97), with an average of 0.47. In addition, it is 
possible to observe the formation of several subclusters (Figure 1). 

Cluster 1 was the most numerous, being divided into eleven subclusters. A total of 
92% of the elite strains in cluster 1 came from crosses involving the parent EBDA MPA 17. 
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Cluster 2 was divided into six subclusters, and 54% of the elite strains grouped came from 
crosses between the parents Nordestina BRS149 and EBDA MPA 17. Cluster 3 had only 
one subcluster formed by elite strains from crosses with the parent EBDA MPA 17. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Genetic dissimilarity among 40 elite strains of the active germplasm bank - AGB of castor bean. • 

cluster 1; ■ cluster 2 and ♦ cluster 3. Dendrogram constructed from 44 combinations of TRAP markers using the 

Gower index. 

 
These results are similar to those of the studies conducted by Kanti et al. (2014) and 

Gajera et al. (2015), who obtained the formation of three clusters. Kanti et al. (2014) 

evaluated 51 castor bean genotypes using 35 SSR primers, and Gajera et al. (2010) 
evaluated 22 genotypes with RAPD and ISSR markers. Goodarzi et al. (2015) found 4 
clusters in 12 castor bean accessions using ISSR markers, and Thatikunta et al. (2016) 

found only 2 clusters in 27 castor bean accessions using SSR markers. In the latter, cluster 1 
was responsible for containing 96.3% of the accessions analyzed. 

It is important to note that the strains with the highest means of SOC, UFRB 209, 
UFRB 214 and UFRB 256 (Table 4), were grouped separately in the joint analysis. UFRB 
214 belongs to cluster 3, while the strains UFRB 209 and UFRB 256 belong to cluster 1 

(Figure 1), showing genetic dissimilarity. The strains UFRB 209 and UFRB 214 came from 
crosses with the same parents (EBDA MPA 17 x Sipeal 28), while UFRB 256 came from 
crosses between the parents Mirante 10 and Sipeal 28. This observation includes the other 
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strains that had equal SOC values, but were separated in the joint analysis (Figure 1). This 
result is favorable to the castor bean breeding program, because these strains, despite having 
similar SOC means, are diverge in joint evaluation with respect to molecular markers and 

their genetic constitution and may be released as distinct cultivars in the future. 
The vast majority of studies, in general, use qualitative and quantitative descriptors 

separately, since the latter ones are analyzed only by descriptive statistics. This can segment 

inferences and conclusions about genetic divergence, often limiting its later use, for instance 
in breeding programs. Joint analysis of qualitative and quantitative data through the Gower 
algorithm can provide a better understanding about the characteristics considered and, 

mainly, more judicious and effective conclusions from the statistical point of view about the 
genetic relationship. 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The TRAP markers developed in this study based on seed oil content are 

polymorphic and suitable for studies on genetic variability in castor bean. Joint analysis 

using SOC means and TRAP markers was efficient in detecting genetic variability among 
elite strains. There is genetic divergence among the elite strains with potential to be used in 

the castor bean breeding program. 
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